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FORM 1
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Use for all categories. Place this form in the
first plastic sleeve of your binder, followed by the
Project Summary and the Main Project Description.
Projects are judged based on criteria of sustainable
design, architectural merit and innovation.
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THE NATIONAL PROGRAM OF
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>>Project categories

Identify which Award category you are entering

1. Residential [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings less than 600m2
in area, of which a minimum of 75% is dedicated to
single-family or multi-family residential uses.
2. Residential [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [typically multiunit buildings or groups of related buildings] greater
than 600m2 in area, of which at least 75% is dedicated
to residential uses.
3. Commercial/Industrial [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
4. Commercial/industrial [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of
which at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
5. Institutional [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
institutional uses.

6. Institutional [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups
of buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of which
at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
institutional uses.
7. Mixed Use
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] of any size, in which no individual
use exceeds 75% of the overall floor area.

X

8. Existing Building Upgrade
Open to buildings of any size or type in which the
primary focus of the work has been to enhance the
performance or extend the life of an existing structure.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
9. Interior Design
Open to interior design projects of any size or type.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
An award will be given in each category
at the discretion of the jury.

PROJECT DETAILS
Project name:

Bank of Canada - Head Office Renewal

Address:

234 Wellington Street, Ottawa ON

Year completed: 2017

PROGRAM AND CONTEXT
Project type: [Identify all uses occupying 10% or more of gross floor area]
Office

Project site: [Check all that apply]

X

Previously undeveloped land

X

Urban

Previously developed land

Rural

Suburban

Other Building description: [Check only one]
New

X

Renovation

2
Both [If both, list __%
new and 98
__% renovation]

STATISTICS* Provide the following metrics as applicable to your project.
• Site Area: 10544

m2

• Building gross floor area: 77633
• Energy Intensity:

167.1

m2

KWhr/m2/year [Include both base building and process energy]

[optional: report energy intensity separately as follows:
• Energy Intensity, base building:

KWhr/m2/year

• Energy Intensity, process energy:

KWhr/m2/year

44 %.

• Reduction in energy intensity:

• State the reference standard on which the % reduction is based: MNECB, NECB or ASHRAE 90.1
[include version]: ASHRAE 90.1-2007
• Recycled materials content:

34.69 % by value

• Water consumption from municipal source:

644.89

litres/occupant/year

[Include both base building and process consumption]
• Reduction in water consumption: 33.04 %
• State the reference on which the % reduction is based: LEED or other

LEED

• Construction materials diverted from landfill: 91.3 %
• Regional materials by value:

53.80 %

*NOTE FOR PART 9 RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS: PROVIDE THE STATISTICS ABOVE IF AVAILABLE. Include in the Executive Summary [see
next page] the EnerGuide or the Home Energy Rating System [HERS] ratings if available, and the WalkScore rating [see www.walkscore.

Canadian Green Building Awards 2019

BANK OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE RENEWAL
Ottawa, Ontario

Executive Summary
The Bank of Canada Head Office is
comprised of 856,000 sf of offices
and operation spaces. The original
building was constructed over three
major phases: the Centre Building
in the 1930s; a major expansion
including twin office towers; and a
connecting atrium in the 1970s. This
project incorporated the renewal of
the complex completed in 2017. A
new Museum and enhanced public
realm form an abstraction of the
Canadian landscape, were designed
to frame the museum entry, provide
staging for busloads of school children
and tourists, and function as an
accessible, multi-faceted public realm
throughout the year.
Major drivers for renewal were
performance and infrastructure
deficits of the facility, energy
upgrades and carbon reductions, and
modernization of the workplace.

to their original open concept state.
The towers were designed to be
modular, allowing for a diverse
range of uses so that each tower
contains a combination of private and
collaborative spaces to suit unique
requirements. The Centre Building
accommodates both offices and
conference facilities. The atrium
provides a variety of social spaces
encompassed by natural elements.
Under review for LEED v2009 Gold
certification, /strategies include:
a. Reuse of existing infrastructure
b. Enhanced energy savings through
new building systems
c. Use of regional and recycled
materials

Within the towers, floor plates and
waffle slab ceilings were restored
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Strategic Decisions
As an existing building renewal project, the design looked
to maintain as much of the existing building infrastructure
to lower both costs and negative environmental impact.
Passive design strategies included revealing floorplates,
allowing for deeper daylight penetration and greater access
to views to the exterior and atrium. The openness provides
greater flexibility in the building systems that can adapt to
future uses.
The floor plates were restored within the twin office towers
to their original, largely open concept, removing generations
of improvised and incongruent partitioning. The core of the
Centre Building was also rebuilt. Systems were upgraded
into the latest technologies through discrete means to
ensure that the exposed structure of the towers remained
as the original architect, Arthur Ericson, had intended.
Minimizing ductwork was important, the new “dynamic
buffer zone” and radiant cooling system addressed principal
heating and cooling needs, allowing ducts to be sized for
ventilation only. The extensive power and data cabling needs
of a modern office are served through a low-profile access
floor that allowed flexibility.
Upgrading the workplace to modern workspaces, a modular
office design was developed that works with the concrete
coffer system. The module allows for a diverse range of
enclosures to accommodate a combination of private offices
and collaborative areas to suit needs. Office partitions and
open workstations are constructed with systems furniture to
facilitate simple reconfiguration over time.

BANK OF CANADA - HEAD OFFICE RENEWAL
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Above: Atrium featuring full grown
trees and shrubs as a functional,
multi-use space.
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Community
Located in downtown Ottawa, near main public transit
infrastructure and future Light Rail Transit (LRT), the site
is also in a walkable and bikeable location, with nearby
dedicated multi-use pathways. The buildings are equipped
with bike racks, showers and lockers to promote alternative
transportation.
A new museum, complete with interactive programs and
exhibitions, invites and educates the community about the
Bank’s role in the Canadian economy. The institution is
a major employer in Ottawa, and uses this project to set
an example to communities of how health, wellness, and
environmental impact should always be prioritized.
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Above: Views into atrium from
multiple buildings. The atrium
also allows deeper daylight
penetration into floorplates.
Right: The Plaza - an abstraction
of the Canadian landscape,
was designed to frame the
museum entry, provide staging
for busloads of school children
and tourists, and functions as an
accessible, multi-faceted public
realm throughout the year.
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Site Ecology
Planting was increased over the existing, principally with
the introduction of green roofs on the ‘Pop-ups’ in the
east Plaza. Adjacent to terraced seating, the pop-up green
roofs consist of low maintenance, native species adding
to downtown Ottawa’s ecology. Internally, the atrium was
preserved to feature fully grown trees and shrubs as a
functional, multi-use space rather than simply the former
transitory nature of the atrium.

BANK OF CANADA - HEAD OFFICE RENEWAL
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Light and Air
Floorplates of both towers were opened up, using minimal
partitions and glazing to allow daylight to penetrate the
space. Daylight sensors control motorized blinds to respond
to heat gain and glare. Daylight sensors and occupancy
sensors cut back on eletrical lighting, focusing energy to
only when it’s needed.
The projected annual energy consumption for lighting is
17.5 kWh/m2.
Radiant cooling panels are introduced in the recesses of
the existing coffered ceiling structure, reducing airflow
requirements by 50%. The air volume distributed to
the floors was limited to meet ASHRAE requirements,
significantly reducing ductwork. Outdoor air is provided
generally at a rate of 1 air change per hour.
Relative humidity during summer is carefully monitored
to avoid condensation on radiant panels, controlled via
dedicated outdoor air systems supplying air. A glycol
runaround loop is used to recover the heat or coolness from
exhausted air providing benefit during summer and winter.

44

percent of lighting
power density reduction
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The atrium – with its formerly
inaccessible reflecting pond for
tropical plants becomes an inclusive
landscape for collaboration, events
and culture. Mature planting improve
indoor air quality.
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Wellness
Natural materials bring warmth into the space. Use of
wood, natural stone, and live plants enhance occupant
experience.
The atrium is a prominent display of how biophilic
elements benefit both indoor environment and people.
Trees in combination with wood structures and furnishing
liven the space, encouraging employees and visitors to use
the atrium for both work and social purposes. The atrium
is visible from all three buildings, providing occupants the
benefit of biophilia from all buildings.
The exterior enhanced public realm forms an abstraction
of the Canadian landscape, designed to frame the museum
entry, provide staging for school children and tourists, and
function as an accessible, multi-faceted public realm.
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33

percent reduction in
water use
from baseline
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Water Conservation
The project is equipped with low flow fixtures and fittings
to optimize water conservation. The projected water
consumption is 644.89 L/occupant/year from municipal
water sources, a 33.04% reduction in potable water
consumption.
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Energy Present and Future
Though the envelope and majority of structure remained
from the existing buildings, new Mechanical and Electrical
systems replaced the out of date systems. Features to
achieve 167.1 kWh/sq.m/yr included:
• Efficient LED lighting with occupancy and daylight sensors.
• Use of dynamic buffer zones in east and
west towers to reduce heat loads,
• Heat recovery chillers,
• Radiant heating and cooling,
• Variable speed drives for ventilation
systems and circulating pumps
• CO2 sensors to balance fresh air needs,
• Low flow fixtures, reducing potable water use.
• Energy monitoring through BAS system.

Over 84% of the energy of the project is offset via offsite
renewable resources.
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Materials and Resources
Low emitting adhesives, sealants, paints and coatings
were used to ensure a healthier indoor space. The project
achieved a total of 33.04% recycled content and 53.80%
regional content.
The project achieved a demolition and waste diversion rate
of 91.38%.

34

percent of
materials made from
recycled content

53

percent of materials
extracted and
manufactured locally

91 23.7K

percent of
construction waste
diverted from landfill

metric tonnes of materials to
be reused
or recycled
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Building Life Cycle
Mechanical and electrical systems have been designed to
not impede future spaces, maintenance and replacements of
key components can be performed without deconstruction.
All systems and their components are easily accessible for
adjustments to system components.
The workspaces in the office towers are designed with a
modular system that works with the concrete coffers. The
module allows for a diverse range of enclosure options
for private offices and collaborative areas to suit unique
requirements. Office partitions and open workstations
are constructed with systems furniture to facilitate
reconfiguration over time.
At the end of its service life, this project could achieve a
recycling rate of over 90%.
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Education and Information
Bank of Canada proudly posts information on the project’s
successes online where it details the sustainable design
attributes, how the workplace has been modernized,
information on LEED certification and the history of
the bank. Public tours are made available, and access
to information is available in the new museum where
occupants can learn the architectural and operational
history.
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Site Plan

1.Ceremonial (Historic) Entry
2. East Tower Entry
3. West Tower Entry
4. Museum Entry

5. Courtyard
6. Loading
7. Wintergarden Atrium
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Ground Floor Plan

1. Atrium - Collaborative Work Zone and
Event Space
2. Media Zone
3. Cafe
4. Staff Dining

28

5. Stairand Opening to Lower Conference
Centre
6. Knowledge Gallery (Library)
7. Technology Hub
8. Conference Centre
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9. Historic Centre Building Lobby
10. Security Vestibule
11. Elevator Core

Level 3 Floor Plan

WEST TOWER

CENTER BUILDING

EAST TOWER

1. Open Work Stations
2. Collaborative Zone
3. Benching/Hotelling Zone
4. Meeting Area
5. Enclosed Office
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Section Diagram
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